T@H testing and troubleshooting
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1. Testing in advance
Before starting to test, make sure that your interpreters meet our requirements and best practices,
which they can also find in the interpreter manual. Start by letting your interpreters test their
connection to Clevercast (see T@H Connection Tests below).
Even if the connection test result is good, we strongly recommend doing an auditory test under
similar conditions as the live stream. During these tests, try to mimic the conditions of the live
stream as much as possible. Ask the interpreters to use the same equipment and work from the
same location. Also, try to do the live stream production as similar as possible: same encoder or
virtual studio, same volume, same type of content…
How exactly you test is up to you. Usually the easiest way is to test with each interpreter in turn. If
interpreters need to work together, have them test the handover procedure a couple of times (for
more info, see §6 of the interpreter manual).
It is also best to communicate in advance about the moments at which a translator should mute
herself, so all translators are muted when the floor audio should be audible (this way, Clevercast
will maximize the floor audio volume in the translated streams).
During tests, you may experience problems with the connection or audio from the interpreters. If
you do, go to the appropriate section of this guide and follow the troubleshooting steps described.
If you still don’t succeed in solving a certain issue, you can do the following:
●
●

Ask the interpreter to take screenshots of the complete language room.
Send an email to support@clevercast.com with the screenshot, an explanation of the issue
and what you did to troubleshoot it. Contact us while the interpreter is still connected in
the language room and the problem is occurring. It is almost impossible to identify
these kinds of issues afterwards.

Note: we also offer premium support with the option of direct communication with our support
engineers in real time via a custom Slack channel. Let us know if you want to order this.
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1b. T@H Connection Tests
Clevercast offers a way to test the connection of potential interpreters in advance.
As a Clevercast administrator, you can see all test results on the ‘T@H Connection Tests’ page
(available under the ‘Live’ > ‘T@H Connection Tests’ menu). On this page, you can also copy the
link to the test page and send it to your interpreters.

The ‘T@H Connection Tests’ overview page

Doing the test is simple. Interpreters just have to paste the test link in the address bar of their
Firefox browser, enter their name, email and location and press the Start button. The browser will
establish a connection with Clevercast and start sending data packets. After 30 seconds, the result
is available.
Before doing the test, interpreters should make sure to:
●
●
●

Use the same computer and internet connection as during the livestream
Use an ethernet cable (no wireless connection!)
Close all unnecessary applications on the computer, in the same way as during the
livestream

The test measures:
●

●

Average ping time in milliseconds. Ping (or latency) measures the time it takes for a
small data set to be transmitted from the interpreter’s computer to Clevercast and back to
the interpreter’s computer again. Ideally it should be under 250ms, but a higher value
doesn't necessarily result in poor audio quality. Even a ping time above 750 ms doesn’t
have to be a problem in itself, but could lead to other issues like jitter and packet loss.
Average jitter in milliseconds. Jitter is the amount of variation in packet delay (packets
are usually sent at regular intervals and take a set amount of time). The bigger the
differences in delay between packet arrivals, the more jitter. This is often caused by network
congestion and sometimes route changes. Ideally it should be under 30ms, but a value
under 100ms may still be acceptable.
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●

Percentage of packet loss. A bad connection leads to packets not arriving in time, and
thus being lost. The audio codec needs to correct this, leading to lower audio quality. Ideally
no packets should be lost, but less than 15% packet loss may still be acceptable
(depending on the expected audio quality). If there is packet loss, the audio codec needs to
make corrections, leading to lower audio quality.

A T@H connection test in progress

Ideally you should see average ping times under 250ms, jitter under 30ms and zero packet loss.
But if this isn’t the case, it doesn’t necessarily mean that the connection cannot be used.
Clevercast distinguishes three possible test results:
●
●
●

Good: the connection is expected to be suitable for simultaneous interpretation.
Average: the connection may be suitable for simultaneous interpretation, depending on the
audio quality during auditory tests (and your requirements).
Bad: if possible, use a different connection. If you must use this connection, test sufficiently
in advance to ensure that the audio quality is sufficient for your purposes.

Please note that this result is a rough indication of the connection at the time of testing. A good
test does not guarantee the best possible audio quality during the livestream, just as an average
test does not mean that the connection is unusable (e.g. it could be due to temporary network
congestion).
We strongly recommend always performing an auditory test to judge the actual audio quality of
an interpreter. Keep in mind that other things such as the computer, headset, location and
experience of an interpreter also determine the audio quality.
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2. Using the ‘Manage Language Rooms’ interface
The ‘Manage Language Rooms’ interface allows you to update the floor audio background volume,
listen directly to the floor audio and interpreters, see the connected interpreters, chat with them,
(un)mute their microphone...

The ‘Manage Language Rooms’ interface

Testing and troubleshooting with interpreters is largely done using this interface. It is important to
familiarize yourself beforehand with its different functions.
Note: before you can use this interface, you have to press the ‘Connect’ button which will
connect you to the incoming video, audio and text.
The page consists of 3 parts, which are further explained below:
●
●
●

Left side: the real-time player, for testing with interpreters
Right side: the slider to control the floor audio volume in Clevercast player
Bottom of the page: the list of interpreters and rooms for text chat
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Real-time player
On the left of the page, there is a real-time player which displays the incoming video and floor
audio without latency (note that this differs from the embedded Clevercast player, which uses
HTTP Live Streaming and therefore comes with about 18 seconds of latency). You can use this
real-time player to listen to the translations without latency (as Clevercast administrator).

The real-time player on the left of the page, while listening to the Chinese translation

By default, the player on the left has no translation selected, so you’ll only hear the floor audio.
When you select a translation, the real-time player audio lets you listen to both the floor audio
and the incoming translation. You can use the sliders (below the player) to change the volume of
the translation and the floor audio.

Updating the floor audio volume in Clevercast player
The slider on the right of the page lets you control the floor audio volume, used as background
for translated languages in the embedded Clevercast player (for your viewers). So, updating
the slider affects what your viewers will hear. Keep in mind that the stream in Clevercast player
comes with HLS latency: although the volume is changed immediately, you won't hear it in the
player until about 18 seconds later.

The slider that lets you update the floor audio (background) volume in Clevercast player
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Note that this will only determine the background volume while an interpreter is translating
(unmuted). When all interpreters in a language room are muted, the floor audio volume will be
automatically maximized for that language (until an interpreter becomes active).
We strongly recommend keeping the background volume disabled (0%) or very low (1-5%):
since interpreter volume may differ, a lot of background volume will make it more difficult to
understand the translations. If you have multiple interpreters, we strongly recommend keeping the
background volume very low (0-3%). Since the volume of each interpreter differs, this is very
difficult to fine-tune. Also keep in mind that this background volume will also be part of the
recording and cannot be removed from it.

Text chat
The text chat allows you to communicate with interpreters. If you intend to use this during the live
stream, you should also use this during your tests.

The text chat rooms for communication with interpreters

Via the tabs at the top you can choose which interpreters to chat with. If you select ‘All rooms’ your
messages will be sent to all interpreters. If you want to send a message to the interpreters for a
particular language, select that specific tab before sending a message.

List of interpreters
The ‘Other participants’ panel on this page lets you see which interpreters are inside which
language rooms and provides you with info about them.

List of connected interpreters and their status
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The microphone icon shows whether an interpreter is unmuted (black mic icon) or muted (red
crossed out mic icon). The ‘Unmute’ and ‘Mute’ buttons allow you to change their mute status.
When you do this, the interpreter will also see her mute status changing inside the language room.
The connection level icon indicates how good an interpreter’s connection is. It is important to
check this during your tests. If the icon turns orange or red, we recommend trying to find an
alternative connection or interpreter if possible. An orange connection level does not necessarily
imply that the translation can’t be understood properly. But it does mean that there is packet loss or
jitter, which may result in audio quality issues.
The Firefox icon shows whether an interpreter is using the Firefox browser. If she isn’t, the icon is
crossed out. Please note that, even though Google Chrome fully supports WebRTC and should
also work, we recommend using Firefox for a number of reasons.
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3. Language room connection issues
When an interpreter cannot connect to a language room, first check the following:
● Ensure that the event is active: the event status must be set to preview, started or paused
in order to be able to connect to the language rooms.
● Ensure that the interpreter is using the correct link (try to connect yourself using the same
link). Note: when you delete a language room and create it again, you need to distribute the
new link to your interpreter.

A firewall is blocking the WebRTC connections
If an interpreter fails to connect to an active language room, she will see a popup with an error
message. In most cases, this will indicate that a firewall is blocking the necessary WebRTC
connections.
In that case, your best option is probably to ask the interpreter to use a different connection (or
work without VPN, if this is the case).
In most companies, it is not easy to obtain a quick modification of the firewall settings. Should this
be possible, see our advanced help section for the ports being used by Translate@Home.
Note: this can also be caused by a personal firewall. In that case, the interpreter should be able to
figure this out herself. A personal firewall should never be configured to block WebRTC
connections.

Other reasons
Most other possible reasons result from incorrect use of Translate@Home. For example:
● Not using Firefox: not all browsers fully support WebRTC
● Multiple language room connections in different browser tabs: your browser will get
confused if you have too many WebRTC connections. The number of simultaneous
WebRTC connections is also limited (see also: issues with audio and video).
● Too many interpreters in the same language room: Clevercast only allows 5 interpreters to
be in the same language room
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4. Interpreter with issues watching incoming video or
hearing audio
If the interpreter can connect to both video and audio in the language room, she should be able to
watch and listen to the incoming broadcast. If this isn’t the case, it usually indicates that
something is wrong with the interpreter’s headset, computer or internet connection.

Can’t see any video
For Translate@Home, the "OpenH264 Video Codec by Cisco" plugin must be available in
Firefox. This is installed and enabled by default, but some users disable it. Type ‘about:addons’ in
the address bar of Firefox and make sure the plug-in is available and active.

The video is interrupted, pauses and/or skips ahead
This usually indicates that the internet connection of the interpreter, and more specifically the
download speed, is insufficient.
Another possibility is that the computer does not meet the requirements, or has become too slow
for some other reason (e.g. too many other applications running, OS is doing a software update,
language rooms open in different tabs...). You can try to remedy the latter by restarting the
computer and closing all applications.
In either case, it may be an indication that this interpreter may not have the appropriate connection
and/or equipment.

Can’t hear any audio, or the audio is too quiet
If an interpreter can see video, she should also be able to hear the audio. If she can’t, there may
be an issue with her headset. Try letting her listen to the audio without a headset to check if this is
the case. Note: don’t do this during the actual event, since this will result in an echo.
Another complaint we sometimes hear is that the audio is too quiet for the interpreters. In that case
you have to turn up the audio volume of your broadcast. Clevercast passes the broadcasted
audio on to the interpreters without adjustments.
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5. The interpreter’s translation isn’t audible
Start by making sure that:
● The interpreter is connected. If the interpreter is not in the ‘Other Participants’ panel, she
isn’t connected to the language room.
● The interpreter is unmuted. You can see if she is muted or unmuted in the ‘Other
Participants’ panel. If she turns out to be muted, you can also unmute her from there.
If the interpreter is both connected and unmuted, there can be a number of reasons why no sound
is coming through. Go through the list of possible reasons below until you find the issue.

Interpreter is connected with the wrong microphone
If an interpreter doesn’t use Firefox, the default microphone of her Operating System is used to
connect to the language room. If this is a different microphone, no sound is sent to Clevercast.
If an interpreter uses Firefox, she will be asked to select her microphone when connecting to the
language room. But even in that case, a problem can arise if the interpreter also has applications
like Zoom or Teams running: these applications block all access to the microphone. They should
be shut down when using Translate@Home.
Ask the interpreter to close all other applications. If this doesn’t help, ask her to restart her
computer and connect again to the language room using Firefox and select the right headset.

The volume of the microphone is turned off
Let the interpreter check the settings of her Operating System to make sure the microphone
volume is not turned off. See this tutorial for finding the volume settings on different Operating
Systems.
A lot of headsets also contain a button or switch the microphone: make sure that this isn’t turned
on.

Something is wrong with the headset
There may be an issue with the headset itself or it may be badly configured in the Operating
System. Disconnect from the language room and connect again using a backup headset (an
interpreter should always have a backup headset).
If this still doesn’t work, let the interpreter reconnect to the language room without a headset.
Note: this is only to check if there's an issue with the headset. Don’t do this during the real event !
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A firewall is blocking the audio transmission
In case of a firewall, all WebRTC connections will normally fail (see §3 of this guide). Yet we
already have seen a rare case where only the audio connection was blocked.
To make sure this is not the case, ask the interpreter to connect to her language room over 4G or
5G. Note: don’t do this for the real event. An ethernet cable should always be used for the real
event (see §6).

Still can’t hear any audio?
If you tried all of the above and still can’t hear any audio, ask the interpreter to take a screenshot of
her entire language room and any error messages. Send an email to support@clevercast.com with
the screenshot(s), an explanation of the issue and what you did to troubleshoot it.
Contact us while the interpreter is still connected in the language room and the problem is
occurring. It is impossible to troubleshoot this sort of issue afterwards.
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6. The interpreter has audio quality issues
INTERPRETERS SHOULD NEVER USE WI-FI or 5G !
Using Wi-Fi is probably the most common mistake made by non-professional interpreters or those
without RSI experience. Interpreters should always use an ethernet cable to connect to the
internet. Even a very good wireless connection may result in audio distortion.
If an interpreter has a good connection to our servers - the connection level is green - but the
audio still doesn’t sound good (e.g. syllables dropped, volume going up and down, interference,
glitches…) then chances are high it is because of Wi-Fi.
If necessary, ask the interpreter to turn off Wi-Fi in the settings of her OS, to avoid that her
computer is still using Wi-Fi even if an ethernet cable is plugged in.

Bad WebRTC connection
As an interpreter manager, you should keep track of your interpreter’s status in the other
participants panel (see §2). If an interpreter has a red or orange connection status, this is
probably the reason for poor audio quality. A connection that is too slow may cause audio packets
not to reach our servers in time. A connection that is unstable may result in jitter.
Note: while this is usually caused by the interpreter's connection to her internet provider, it is not
always the case. From there on, the audio must also be able to reach our servers in a fast and
stable way over the internet.
In that case, there is no other option than to look for a better connection. That is why it is so
important to test beforehand.

The translation contains an echo of the floor audio
If you hear this in the player, go to the Manage Language Rooms interface and listen in on the
interpreter (see §2).
If you can hear the floor audio while listening to the interpreter’s translation, there is something
wrong with her set-up. The following are possible:
● The interpreter uses no headset: the floor audio will be clearly audible in the translation.
● The interpreter has a headset, but only uses it for the outgoing audio: an echo of the floor
audio will be clearly audible in the translation.
● The interpreter uses a low-quality headset or her microphone is badly positioned: this may
also result in the microphone picking up floor audio or other ambient noise (like the
interpreter typing on the keyboard).
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The translation volume is not loud enough
If this is the case, the volume of the interpreter’s microphone is probably not set high enough
in the settings of her Operating System. The microphone volume should be set at about 80%. See
this tutorial for setting the volume on different OSs.
Other possible reasons:
● Poor headset quality.
● Some headsets also allow the microphone volume to be changed through a button on the
headset itself.
● Interpreters speaking very quietly. We recommend that interpreters always speak
sufficiently loud since the audio codec will have a harder time distinguishing speech from
anomalies when spoken quietly. Speaking too quietly may cause your speech to be
erroneously corrected.

The translation contains ambient noises or repetitive sounds
If multiple interpreters alternate in the same language room, only one interpreter should be
unmuted at the same time. Even if the other interpreter(s) make little or no sound, their
microphone may still transmit ambient sounds or cause jitter. This will result in audio glitches.
If the interpreter uses a low-quality headset or her microphone is badly positioned, this will
result in the microphone picking up ambient noises (like the interpreter typing on her keyboard).
The room of an interpreter should be as quiet as possible and acoustically suitable. When you
talk or clap there shouldn’t be an echo or a reverberation. Ideally, an interpreter should find a small
room with a low ceiling, a thick carpet on the floor, no windows and sound absorbing panels (you
can get the same effect by covering the walls with thick curtains, blankets or carpets).
If you still hear annoying repetitive noises which are not ambient noise (e.g. a continuous
ticking, squeaking or grinding noise) there is probably something wrong with the headset or
connection between headset and computer. Ask the interpreter to try with a spare headset to see if
the problem persists (interpreters are expected to have a spare headset). If that also causes a
problem, let her try without a headset (just for testing, to see if the noise is also present).

7. The floor audio volume in the background is too
loud
This should be solved by lowering the background floor volume in the translation channels (via the
slider on the Manage Language Rooms page), or turning it off entirely.
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8. Translations are slightly ahead of the floor audio
There’s a known issue for Translate@Hom that only occurs under very specific conditions: if you
are broadcasting a still image or animated intro with variable bitrate (VBR) at the time you set
your event to preview or started. By broadcasting this type of content with a variable bitrate,
Clevercast will receive a very low bitrate when the translation rooms are initialized. This may cause
the translated audio to be slightly ahead of the original audio.
We are currently working to resolve this issue. In the meantime you should avoid streaming very
low bitrates when you set your event to preview or started. You can do this either by broadcasting
moving images or by broadcasting with a constant bitrate (CBR) of about 5-6 Mbps (for 1080p).
Once you’ve set the event to preview or started you can safely switch back to a still image, even if
you’re using VBR.
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9. About Clevercast
Clevercast helps businesses to produce, manage, publish and enrich interactive live and
on-demand videos. Our applications provide companies with their own secure platform which can
be styled and customized as desired. All our applications are fully GDPR compliant, mobile friendly
and use adaptive HD streaming to optimize video quality for viewers around the globe.

More info: https://www.clevercast.com/
Contact us: info@clevercast.com
Business Address: Jules Bilmeyerstraat 32, 2600 Berchem, Belgium
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